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In this PDF, you’ll find:

Evidence for our prediction claims

Follow-up resources plus insights & 

thoughts from the Fohr team

Clear & actionable advice to help you 

gear up for the road ahead

We’re not the first to post influencer marketing predictions for 2023, and we 

probably won’t be the last. But what’s the purpose of considering the direction 

we’re headed in without a way to help navigate the course?

If you’re a creator looking for advice going into 2023, watch this Negronis with 

Nord episode here

https://youtu.be/hWMoLEywUYA?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-nwn-ep42


According to a study from eMarketer, “influencer marketing is projected to grow 

23.4% and 15.9% YoY in 2023 and 2024.” While the percentage rate of change will be 

a bit slower, from 27.8% in 2022 to 23.4% in 2023, the industry will still see 

significant investment from brands in 2023. While marketers may be conservative 

with budget allocations early in the year, we expect a course correcting double 

down in Q3 and Q4.



A B2B Influencer Marketing Report released last year revealed 95% of those using 

influencer marketing say it has helped them achieve at least one of their marketing 

goals. We don’t just mean monetary growth—with increased investment, we’ll see 

more creator economy start-ups and creator education platforms. Emerging tech 

like Generative AI or augmented reality (AR) will also offer new opportunities for 

creators and brands.

Another year of 
influencer marketing 
industry growth despite 
financial headwinds

PREDICTION 01

What you can 

do about it:

See where 

creators can best 

support your 2023 

marketing 

strategy. You can 

use creator 

content across 

multiple channels

—including social 

media accounts, 

paid social, 

website, email 

marketing, and 

outdoor signage.

https://www.theb2bhouse.com/influencer-marketing-statistics-trends-data/#:~:text=Influencer%20marketing%20spend%20is%20projected,vs%20%244.99%20billion%20in%202022)
https://www.toprankmarketing.com/get-the-2022-b2b-influencer-marketing-report/?utm_source=Media&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2022+B2B+IM+Report&utm_id=2022+B2BIMR&utm_content=218854763
https://www.adweek.com/partner-articles/lessons-from-brands-that-are-starting-to-build-out-their-metaverse-strategies/


Brands this year will be highly focused on ways to track conversion and their return 

on ad spend (ROAS). As the industry continues to evolve, it’s more important than 

ever for brands to prove their return on investment to stakeholders.



According to the 2022 Fohr Holiday Report, 77% of brands said they increased their 

influencer marketing budget this year due to pressure to sell more products, which 

means higher expectations for influencer partnerships and a prioritization on 

conversion rather than any other metric.



The consumer purchasing decision is almost never linear, and involves many touch 

points. We predict a rise in multi-touch attribution models that follow a longer 

customer journey. For example, “these results are 20% influencer, 30% from x, 60% 

from y.”





Ivan Parra-Orlandoni, VP of Product at Fohr

Brands will focus 

on better forms 

of attribution

What you can 

do about it:

Ask Fohr about 

our upcoming 

beta test for a 

new way to track 

conversions that 

we’re working on 

in 2023.

PREDICTION 02

“Performance will become king - as ad budgets tighten, 
ROI calculations will become paramount to measuring 
ad spend. I think there will be a consolidation of social 
organic and paid performance dollars, and we will see 
more social content used beyond the platform (e.g. 
integrated into newsletters, display ads, etc...)”

Watch: In This Economy?! How to Drive Influencer Marketing Value in a Recession

https://www.fohr.co/campaigns/holiday-report-2022?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-2022-holiday-report
https://youtu.be/37VFOh0Z7lA?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-economy-webinar-yt
mailto:sales@fohr.co


The ‘Make Instagram Instagram Again’ movement of 2022 showed that users and 

creators are fatigued by algorithmic whiplash and social platforms in a rat race for 

top features. 



TikTok’s popularity skyrocketed as an opportunity for instant virality. While we think 

TikTok will stay as a cultural engine, as the platform matures, creators could bring 

their communities elsewhere. From a creator perspective, we’re seeing reports of 

slower follower growth and fewer views on their content. We polled 240+ creators 

asking if they saw a decrease in performance on TikTok; 73% responded yes.



This means new opportunities for YouTubers, bloggers, newsletters, or live 

streaming. Though these avenues require more time and effort, if the creator has 

built a strong enough online community, there will be an appetite for it. We predict 

more creators will move towards these channels in 2023.



Will TikTok be banned this year? The future’s unclear. Our Founder & CEO James 

Nord gave TikTok a 50% chance of survival. According to The Creator Feed, we’ll 

likely see restrictions state by state or corporate governance rather than a total ban.


Platforms will 
challenge TikTok as #1 
channel for growth


What you can 

do about it:

Diversify 

platforms. 

Experiment with 

creators who 

excel on other 

channels like 

Pinterest, 

YouTube, Twitch, 

or Geneva, not 

just TikTok.

PREDICTION 03

Watch: How to Build Your Brand Community

Sheila O’Donnell, Software Developer

“Some platform will reign supreme as the platform for 
‘real’ people sharing content with people they actually 
know. The demand is there (Snap, BeReal), but no one 
has captured a wide enough market share.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsreATf5ZrU&ab_channel=Fohr?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-nwn-ep27
https://www.tiktok.com/@christopherclaflin/video/7176875111671352622
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/future-creators-predictions-2023-beyond-renee-teeley-/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajhDwZGiN_I?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-community-webinar-yt


If we compared the impact of celebrities even a few years ago, their influence was 

widespread and universal. Decades ago, mega-celebrities like Michael Jordan or 

Madonna meant something different to everyone, and everyone felt connected to 

these stars. Today, influence is becoming more fractured and siloed in a competitive 

space with so many influencers and creators emerging into this industry. Influence 

is now spread across a whole galaxy with billions of stars, where it once was united 

into one planetary system.



One effect of these fanbases getting smaller is more investment in parasocial 

relationships). With social media, we can see infinitely more details about these 

creators’ lives on the day-to-day, forging a stronger bond in the creator-to-follower 

relationship.



With these shifts, creators will work harder to identify their niche to a tailored 

audience, and it’s up to talented influencer marketing managers to find the perfect 

partners for their campaign. We predict that along with the need for better 

attribution, influencer and ambassador selection will become a necessary and 

desired skill on the brand side.

Steph Cinque, Sr. Manager, Accounts & Campaigns, Sephora Squad

With more niche 
creators, influencer 
vetting & selection will 
be a desired skill

What you can 

do about it:

As you dig 


deeper into your 

target audience 

and their 

interests, seek 

creators with a 

niche POV, a 

specific set of 

tastes or 

interests.

PREDICTION 04

“For [creators] to stand out, the need to truly be 
authentic by displaying your unique personality through 
relatable moments, providing value, and building 
community will be critical.”

Watch: How to Spot Invisible Influence: Recruit the Right Ambassadors

https://www.findapsychologist.org/parasocial-relationships-the-nature-of-celebrity-fascinations/#:~:text=Parasocial%20relationships%20are%20one%2Dsided,sports%20teams)%20or%20television%20stars
https://www.findapsychologist.org/parasocial-relationships-the-nature-of-celebrity-fascinations/#:~:text=Parasocial%20relationships%20are%20one%2Dsided,sports%20teams)%20or%20television%20stars
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J10qCrteh6U?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-invisible-webinar-yt


This year, we saw Instagram launch a subscription model without a big splash. With 

platforms like TikTok & Twitter in turmoil, more creators will focus on where they can 

make the most money this year. As we discussed in episode 2 of Negronis with Nord, 

subscription models take more work to promote and build. Due to this, we don’t 

predict 2023 will see subscription models take off. Getting people to pay for 

something they usually receive for free will still be challenging.



We did, however, see new features this year introduced to help creators make more 

money, like tip options, creator programs, and bonuses. Instead, we predict more 

brands will set aside a portion of a brand's campaign spend to offer it as a bonus 

for extraordinary performance.

Creators could make 
money through 
performance bonuses

What you can 

do about it:

Consider a bonus 

structure or 

loyalty program. 

With Fohr’s 

Ambassador 

Management 

Platform, you can 

seamlessly 

organize, 

analyze, and 

recruit brand 

ambassadors for 

your next 

campaign.

PREDICTION 05

www.fohr.co/amp-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-amp-PDF-download-amp-callout
https://youtu.be/YRHMMK5r-Po?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-nwn-ep2


Influencer and ambassador marketing is all we do, all day, every day.



With over 180k+ opted-in, on-platform influencers, $80M+ in 

influencer payout data, and over 5,000+ campaigns under our belts,

we’re constantly learning and evolving in step with the industry. 



We work tirelessly to solve industry-wide issues like fake followers, 

unverified reach, and vanity metrics with proprietary tools and 

innovative technology. Then, our Campaigns team uses these tools 

for every successful brand campaign.

Hello,

we’re Fohr.

Learn more about us at fohr.co 

https://www.fohr.co/demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-PDF-download-2023predictions-demo



